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FORESIGHT is a monthly commentary on significant issues within the tourism sector.  Each 
month ‘Market Focus’ discusses economic, social and political factors that underlie demand for 
tourism now and in the future.  In addition, a spotlight is focused on a significant tourism issue.  
This month ‘Market Focus’ looks at Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand, and ‘Issue of the Month’ 
explores Britain’s international tourism balance of payments deficit and investigates whether 
our position is any different from that of other leading tourism destinations.     
 
 
 

Market Focus – Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand 
 
 
Last year Britain welcomed over 220,000 visitors from these three markets (0.7% of all inbound visits), 
with the visitor economy benefiting to the tune of £210m (1.5% of all inbound visitor spending) 
according to figures from the International Passenger Survey1.  Although this marks a decline 
compared with 2004 it is likely that short-term issues such as the 2004 Boxing Day tsunami will have 
influenced travel patterns, with strong economic growth across Asia likely to restore a more positive 
trend in the near future. 
 
Perceptions 
 
We are able to learn a great deal from examining the results of the Anholt-GMI Nation Brand Index.  
Each quarter, a worldwide online panel of consumers (including those in Malaysia and Singapore) is 
polled on their perceptions of the cultural, political, commercial and human assets, investment potential 
and tourist appeal of a number of developed and developing countries.  In the most recent wave for 
which data is available the UK was ranked 2nd by Malaysians and Singaporeans (in each case Japan 
was the top ranked nation).  Looking just at the Tourism rankings Singaporeans placed Britain in fifth 
spot, and Malaysians placed Britain in sixth spot.   
 
An additional set of questions included in May 2006 asked respondents to respond to a set of ‘positive’ 
and ‘negative’ statements about Britain, where a score of 1 indicates that the respondent ‘totally 
disagrees’ with the statement and 7 indicates that the respondent ‘totally agrees’ with the statement.  
Covering a selection of the questions asked, the following chart reveals that for respondents in 
Malaysia and Singapore the ‘positive’ statement gaining the highest level of agreement was that there 
are ‘Lots of interesting places to visit in Britain outside London’ and the ‘negative’ statement gaining the 
highest level of agreement was that ‘Britain is an expensive destination for a holiday’.   
 
One of the most important messages to take away from the chart is that although somewhat negative 
perceptions about British weather and mediocre perceptions about British food may be in evidence, 
these are definitely not ‘show-stoppers’ with respondents in both Malaysia and Singapore strongly 
disagreeing with the statements suggesting that poor weather and poor food would deter them from 
visiting Britain. 



 
Purpose of visit 
 
The chart that follows highlights distinct similarities in the mix of journey purposes for those visiting the 
UK from Malaysia and Thailand, with ‘holiday’ and ‘visiting friends and relatives’ trips having a larger 
slice of the cake than ‘business’ visits.  Singapore generates slightly more business trips than it does 
holiday trips.  Study visits make up a large proportion of the ‘other’ category and figures from UCAS 
show that in 2005 1,878 Malaysians, 618 Singaporeans and 264 Thai students entered UK Universities, 
demonstrating the attraction of Britain as a place to study for those living in South East Asia.    
 

  
The high tendency for the purpose of visiting Britain from these markets to be to ‘visit friends and 
relatives’ feeds through very clearly into the distribution of accommodation types used as is apparent in 
the following chart.  More than half of visitors from all three markets stay free of charge with relatives or 
friends, with between one-third and two-fifths staying in a hotel or guest house.  By contrast if we look 
at the picture for all inbound visitors to the UK we find that just 40% of visitors are staying as a free 
guest of friends or relatives and 44% are staying in a hotel or guest house.   
  

Statements about Britain - positive and negative

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Interesting places outside London

Easy to get around using public transport

Safe place to visit

Films and tv make me want to visit

Good customer service

Variety of food from all over world available

Expensive destination for a holiday

Britain is always wet and foggy

British food is very bad

Would not visit because of the weather

Would not visit because of the food Malaysia Singapore

Totally disagre……………………………………………………………………...………..…..…..…...….….Totally agree
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Visitors from all three markets are more likely than the average inbound visitor to spend at least one 
night in London, with 61% of visits from Malaysia and 59% of visits from Singapore spending time in 
London, compared with 52% of those from Thailand (the figure for all inbound visitors in 2005 was 
46%). 
 
Market Profiles 

 
VisitBritain ‘Market Profiles’ are available for all markets in which VisitBritain operates, including the 
three markets being covered here this month.  Market Profiles can be downloaded free from 
www.visitbritain.com/research.  Below we focus on the very latest developments in these three markets. 
 
Singapore 
 
The Economist are reckoning on a strong expansion in the Singaporean economy throughout 2006 and 
2007, with an annual average growth rate of almost 6%.  The main drivers of this growth are private 
household consumption and investment by businesses.   
 
Singapore Airlines recently provided some good news for the be-troubled Airbus company when the 
Asian carrier announced plans to purchase a further nine Airbus A380’s and 20 of the new wide-bodied 
model of the A350.  Despite well-publicised delays in the delivery of Airbus A380s, it is still expected 
that Singapore Airlines will be the first airline to bring inbound visitors to the UK onboard the 555-seat 
plane around the turn of the year.   
 
Malaysia 
 
A major exporter of commodities such as palm oil and rubber the Malaysian economy has been one of 
the beneficiaries of the recent rise in global commodity prices, with the overall rate of economic 
expansion expected to remain well above 5% per annum through to 2007.  The government recently 
cancelled plans to build a new bridge linking the south of the country to Singapore and this is thought to 
be one of a number of issues that has led the former Prime Minister to indicate that he plans to produce 
evidence of government corruption.   
 
Thailand 

Accommodation used in 2005
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There have been many months of political turmoil in Thailand with no parliament and only a caretaker 
government in place.  Opponents of the charismatic Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra remain focused 
on removing him from power once and for all, but as yet it is unclear whether planned elections for 
October will take place. 
 
Despite all this the economy has been performing well, bolstered by generally healthy levels of activity 
across South East Asia.  The Asian Development Bank forecast that economic growth will gradually 
move above 5% in the months ahead. 
 
The political uncertainties in Bangkok are not the only issues causing concern in Thailand, in remoter 
regions towards the Malaysian border there is continued insurgency, with hundreds of murders and 
bomb attacks during recent months with no sign that the situaion will improve.   
 
Finally there is the issue of bird flu, with the World Health Organisation recently confirming the first 
human deaths in Thailand from H5N1 in 2006, this brings the tally of cases in the country since the 
onset of the disease in 2004 to 24, of which 16 have been fatal.   
 
Visitors to the UK from Bangkok will soon be flying from the new Suvarnabhumi Airport as it is due to 
take over from Don Muang Airport before the end of the year.  Thai Airways recently signalled that it 
believes its best prospects for growth are by developing new routes to India, China and other 
destinations within Asia. 
 
Outbound growth, but where are they going? 
 
As touched on last month in Foresight Asia is one of the fastest growing markets for generating 
outbound tourism, an honour that the region is likely to hold for some time to come.  However, recent 
research by the United Nations World Tourism Organisation found that 78% of international tourists in 
Asia come from another Asian country.   
 
For Thailand the UNWTO analysis found that 85% of all outbound spending was within another Asia 
Pacific destination, with most trips abroad being for a one week period to a single foreign destination.  
With intra-regional low-cost airlines emerging across Asia set to encourage further short to medium 
haul travel, Britain will need to work hard to ensure we retain our market share for travel from these 
markets. 
 
Provisional IPS figures for the first six months of this year indicate that the number of visits to the UK 
from South East Asia is at a very similar level to those recorded during the first half of 2005.  Planned 
VisitBritain activity to help boost travel from the region includes a Best of British campaign to be 
launched in late September in conjunction with British Airways promoting the regions of Britain, and 
further development of a Shop Till You Drop campaign demonstrating the vast range of shopping 
possibilities on offer in the UK.   
 

                                                           
1 Data from International Passenger Survey has been made available by the Office for National Statistics and has been used by permission.  The ONS do 
not bear any responsibility for the analysis or interpretation of the data reported here.  Crown Copyright 2006.  Source:  ONS 


